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Chapter 1: Get to the Heart of Love and Relationships Using EFT

Find YOU Find LOVE
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RESOLVE AND DISSOLVE YOUR PROBLEMS USING EFT
By making a commitment to yourself to apply EFT to work through the things that
may have been holding you back in life and love, you really step into your own power
in resolving and dissolving past hurts and fears.
Choosing to take personal responsibility right here and now to commit to yourself
and taking responsibility for the changes that you would like in your life, is one of
the best investments you will ever make. It’s through regularly working on yourself
that the biggest changes occur.
EFT can be applied to any area of your life and used to transform the complete
range of all emotions. EFT has the capacity to change your life for the better,
clearing the past and creating a space for the new.
I advise using EFT as soon as possible, in your everyday life. Whenever and how
frequently you use EFT is a personal choice. You can never tap too much, only too
little.
EFT has a positive chain reaction and works not just on one main issue but all the
little connecting issues that are related to a problem. If you have any doubt at all
about whether or not to tap on problem, tap and see what what changes as a result.
As you read through Find YOU, Find LOVE you will become aware of your old patterns, outdated behavioural responses and how you may have been unintentionally
getting in your own way or blocking your own success, sabotaging love relationships
without being aware of what you were doing.
We all do it at some point in our lives, unwittingly sabotage ourselves, as the fear of
the unknown is greater than the fear of what is. That is all about to change.....
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